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Baby you can drive my Kart, I am gonna be a star!! Nikhil Kashyap.
Nikhil Kashyap Team KnK Racing Minimax driver is today a child idol.
We have witnessed Nikhil transform to a level of confidence and
achievement. Determined application of self-improvement - rigorous
exercising and reading. Last year Nikhil’s achievements on and away
from the karting circuits are commendable;
1. Bournvita Quiz contest- Confidence Champion 2006: Nikhil
qualified for the Regional Finals and was the second top scorer
in the Quiz.
2. Pogo Amazing Kid Awards 2006: Nikhil was among the top 5
nominated for the Award in the Sports category.
3. Nikhil was offered by Cadbury's to be the model cum racer for
the advertisement of their product Bournvita. The advertisement
is aired and being telecast on many channels across the country,
in south and north Indian languages.
We were present at the Cadbury’s short advertisement film shoot that
was done at Goa.
Below right - Nikhil prepares to drive a kart fitted with a camera rig facing him.
Below centre – Nikhil will follow a bike with a camera fitted to its rear to record action
shots.

KnK Racing – Cadet driver – Jake Mayes
Jake Mayes will race F6 in the new KnK Juvenile Cdt MSA homologated
kart this year. In February, Jake at Ellough Park Raceway' in Beccles
finished first in the Honda cadet class in only his second outing in the
new KnK. Jake started 6th on the grid behind 5 Comer Cadet karts and
drove a determined and brilliant race to finish second behind a Comer
but first in the Honda Cadet class.
Jake recorded the first win for the new homologated chassis and we are
confident that we will see lots more from Jake as the year progresses.

Jake was at the Conquest Technologies Ltd. KnK
stall at the Autosport International Racing Car
Show at NEC, Birmingham in January last month
where he chatted with drivers and explained the
merits of the KnK cadet chassis that he races.
To read more about Jake please check out his
new website www.jakemayesracing.co.uk
KnK Off Road karts - Last month we wrote
about the Pathfinder and received an
overwhelming amount of mail asking to know
more about it through pictures. Your wish…..

Pathfinder

Furthering the ante with thrilling experiences in the dirt, the
prototype of a new single seat competition kart rolled off the line,
the Baja Sidewinder promises to be fast and exhilarating. Drive is
through an automatic continuously variable drive; the power is
there when you want it, all the time!!
Awesome!
New modern engine for karting –
We are pleased to mention that we
are appointed as representatives for
the Subaru engines for karting
purposes in India. We’ll soon have
more on the new Evo karts and this
beautiful EX21 overhead cam engine,
which produces 7 hp of smooth
power. For more information on the Subaru EX21 watch out for the
March KnK Newsletter or email us at enquiries@knkkarts.com
Until then, thank you for reading with me, we will talk some more soon!

Micki

Straight Forward!!

